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Gravitational lensing of the cosmic microwave background (CMB) is a valuable cosmological signal that
correlates to tracers of large-scale structure and acts as a important source of confusion for primordial
B-mode polarization. State-of-the-art lensing reconstruction analyses use quadratic estimators, which are
easily applicable to data. However, these estimators are known to be suboptimal, in particular for
polarization, and large improvements are expected to be possible for high signal-to-noise polarization
experiments. We develop a method and numerical code, LensIt, that is able to find efficiently the most
probable lensing map, introducing no significant approximations to the lensed CMB likelihood, and
applicable to beamed and masked data with inhomogeneous noise. It works by iteratively reconstructing
the primordial unlensed CMB using a deflection estimate and its inverse, and removing residual lensing
from these maps with quadratic estimator techniques. Roughly linear computational cost is maintained due
to fast convergence of iterative searches, combined with the local nature of lensing. The method achieves
the maximal improvement in signal to noise expected from analytical considerations on the unmasked parts
of the sky. Delensing with this optimal map leads to forecast tensor-to-scalar ratio parameter errors
improved by a factor ≃2 compared to the quadratic estimator in a CMB stage IV configuration.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.96.063510
I. INTRODUCTION
The large-scale structure of the Universe deflects cosmic
microwave background (CMB) photons by a few arcmi-
nutes, introducing a characteristic signature in the fluctua-
tions in the CMB temperature and polarization [1]. The
statistical homogeneity and isotropy of the CMB gets
distorted locally, and sizeable higher-order statistics are
produced. Lensing estimators use these higher-order sta-
tistics to construct an integrated measure of the linear mass
fluctuations in the Universe that cross-correlates to all
traditional large-scale structure tracers. After the first direct
detection of lensing in the CMB by the ACT team [2], the
SPT [3], POLARBEAR [4], SPTpol [5], BICEP2-KECK
[6] and Planck [7] collaborations have also reported the
detection of the lensing signal and published band-powers.
The most decisive detection yet was by the Planck satellite
[8]: its full-sky coverage comes with a statistical power that
simply cannot be matched at the present time.
Current measurements all use quadratic estimator tech-
niques, first devised in optimized form by Refs. [9,10]. The
quadratic estimator uses optimally-weighted two-point
statistics of the data maps to reconstruct the deflection
field. At current noise levels, this estimator is nearly
optimal. The science returns from the use of more sophis-
ticated techniques are expected to be small, and no other
type of estimator has been applied to data so far. However,
the situation will have changed by the time of CMB stage
IV (CMB-S4) [11], if not before. At this point the
polarization instrumental noise is expected to become
smaller than the ∼5 μK arcmin lensing B mode. Barring
welcome detections, lensing will become the most relevant
cosmological source of confusion in the search for pri-
mordial B modes [12], and more optimal delensing
methods will become critical.
If the noise and primordial polarization B mode is
negligible, a well-known variable-counting argument [13]
suggests that as long as the lensing is fully described by a
gradient deflection remapping of the unlensed fields, the
observed lensed E and B fields should contain enough
information to reconstruct essentially perfectly both the
lensing potential and the unlensed E field. Fundamental
limits are well below near-future sensitivities, including
corrections to the remapping approximation from emission
angle, time delay and polarization rotation [14,15], lensing
curl modes from second order post-Born lens-lens couplings
[13,16], intrinsic nonlinearities of the CMB at recombination
[17,18], and second-order sourced vector and tensor modes
[17,19–21]. With the last science release from the Planck
team in sight, it therefore seems timely to revisit alternative,
more optimal CMB lensing estimation. This paper presents
and discusses a new implementation of a maximum a pos-
teriori estimate of the lensing potential from CMB data.
Motivation for this work is not limited to primordial B
modes. The CMB lensing kernel peaks at z ∼ 2 and
overlaps the galaxy and weak lensing surveys targeting
the dark sector of the Universe. The correlated information
is expected to contribute to breaking important degener-
acies and to help with systematics, so optimal CMB lensing
mass maps will also be useful for use with large-scale
structure observations. Iterative estimates may also be
useful even at higher noise levels, in particular in the
presence of sky cuts or wildly inhomogeneous noise maps
where the analytic response of the quadratic estimator is
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inaccurate. An optimal estimate of the potential map might
prove better than the current simpler practice of sweeping
these deviations into Monte-Carlo (MC) corrections to the
spectrum estimate. Finally, also looking a bit ahead,
successful exploration of the lensed CMB likelihood
may prove useful more generally, opening a path towards
optimal joint estimation of the primary CMB and lensing
potential.
It is clear how iterative estimates should work in practice,
at least intuitively: delens the data using the quadratic
deflection estimate, then again apply a quadratic estimator
on the resulting maps, with possibly modified weights, and
iterate until convergence [22]. Of course, a world of
potential complications lurks in the details, and no canoni-
cally best approach is known at present. Formally, the code
we present finds a maximum of the posterior probability
density function (PDF) of the lensing potential. As such, it
is similar in spirit to the first iterative estimator proposed for
temperature reconstruction [23] and polarization [13].
A maximum likelihood approach to lensing reconstruction
is also discussed, without implementation, in the review
article Ref. [24]. In contrast to Refs. [13,23], our imple-
mentation can be considered exact, in the sense that it
maximizes the relevant functions without introducing
approximations, under the assumption of Gaussian
unlensed CMB, noise and deflection fields. It can also
account for beams, sky cuts and other nonideal effects.
The quadratic estimator has the convenient property of
being relatively straightforward. It can be implemented
using a small number of harmonic transforms [8,25],
keeping the overall numerical cost under control (dominated
in the Planck analysis by the cost of the inverse-variance
filtering step). It seems unavoidable that alternative more
optimal approaches must be substantially more costly, and
our implementation is no exception. At each iteration step,
maximum a posteriori unlensed CMB maps are produced,
under the assumption that the current deflection estimate is
the correct one. This operation in effect solves a large
Npix × Npix set of linear equations, and must be itself
performed via an iterative method, each step involving a
fair number of lensing operations, even in the absence of sky
cuts or other nonideal effects.
Nevertheless, lensing and lensing reconstruction have
the advantage of being very local in position space. All
operations scale linearly with the number of resolution
elements, or follow the cost of an harmonic transform, and
the good convergence properties of the iterative searches
proposed here keep the total computational burden under
control. We also provide GPU implementations of the most
expensive steps.
We use the flat sky approximation throughout the main
text. Appendix A describes the implementation on the
curved sky, using the machinery of spin-weight spherical
harmonics. The implementation is otherwise identical in all
respects, though we have so far only thoroughly tested
everything on the flat sky where the numerical implemen-
tation is faster. We expect the same convergence properties
of iterative estimator on the curved sky: empirically, the
only effect we observe increasing the area is to rescale the
total execution time, which is reasonable given that lensing
distortions are very much localized. Furthermore, iterative
delensing will probably initially be most useful on deep
observations of a small patch of sky where the flat sky
approximation is accurate [11].
Sections II and III describe the algorithm and details of
its implementation respectively. Section IV provides tests
and applications. We summarize and conclude in Sec. V.
II. DESCRIPTION
Let us first establish some notation. Let x, y be points on
a patch of the flat sky of area V, and r ¼ x − y be the
separation vector. The primary, unlensed Stokes CMB
fields T, E or B are written as XðxÞ, and Xdat denotes
the observed Stokes data T, Q and U on the data pixels,
inclusive of noise and transfer function. We use a, b in (0,1)
to denote the two cartesian axes of the flat sky, and use the
symmetric Fourier convention, which is closest to the
traditional curved sky normalization. We use the notation
l for multipoles of the CMB maps and L for the
lensing maps.
We denote the primordial, unlensed CMB modes
fT; E; Bg as a column matrix X, with primordial spectral
matrix Cunll
hXlX†l0 i ¼ δll0Cunll : ð2:1Þ
This matrix is diagonal with respect to multipole index, but
not necessarily across T, E, B indices. Also let D be the
deflection operation that maps these unlensed CMB modes
to the real space, lensed, Stokes parameters. For instance, in
temperature we may write explicitly on the flat sky
DTTl ðxÞ≡ 1ﬃﬃﬃﬃVp eil·ðxþαðxÞÞ;
DTEl ðxÞ ¼ DTBl ðxÞ ¼ 0: ð2:2Þ
The polarization components are similar but involves the
spin-2 flat-sky harmonics. Here, and throughout, we use the
approximation that the lensed fields are entirely defined by
a remapping of the unlensed fields, where αðxÞ is the
lensing deflection angle that relates the observed lensed
field at x to the unlensed fields at xþ αðxÞ.
A. Model
The model for the CMB data Xdat on the observed pixels
is given by a linear response matrix B operating on the
lensed sky (which includes, for example, the effect of the
instrumental beam and pixel window function), plus
independent noise ni, so that
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Xdat ¼ BDX þ n: ð2:3Þ
The pixel-pixel covariance can be written in compact
notation using a series of linear operators as follows:
Covα ≡ hXdatXdat;†i ¼ BDCunlD†B† þ N; ð2:4Þ
whereN is the noise covariance matrix, which we assume is
diagonal in pixel space. Unlensed CMB fields and the noise
on each pixel are assumed to obey Gaussian statistics, so
the likelihood is also Gaussian. The log-likelihood is then
lnpðXdatjαÞ ¼ − 1
2
Xdat · Cov−1α Xdat −
1
2
ln det Covα: ð2:5Þ
We need to use a prior on the statistics of the deflection
field to regularize the large number of poorly constrained
small-scale modes. The ΛCDMCMB lensing potential ϕ is
expected to be nearly linear, so choosing Gaussian field
statistics for ϕ is a natural choice, and will likely remain
accurate in the foreseeable future on the scales where
the lensing potential can accurately be reconstructed.
Using a Gaussian prior on the signal does not prevent
reconstruction of any non-Gaussian signal that may
actually be present (as expected from nonlinear structure
growth and post-Born lensing [16,26]).
We assume pure gradient lensing deflections, in which
case the log-posterior becomes, up to irrelevant constants,
lnpðϕjXdatÞ ¼ lnpðXdatjϕÞ − 1
2
X
L
ϕ2L
CϕϕL
; ð2:6Þ
where the likelihood is given by Eq. (2.5) with α ¼ ∇ϕ.
Curl and joint curl/gradient reconstruction is very analo-
gous, but should be of limited physical relevance in the
foreseeable future, mainly serving as a consistency check
on the gradient reconstruction analysis. An interesting first
prospect would be the detection of the post-Born curl
signal, forecast to be marginally detectable in the bispec-
trum with CMB-S4 [16], to which this methodology could
also be applied.
B. Gradients
To maximize the log-posterior we consider the derivative
of the log-posterior with respect to the deflection. The total
gradient, g, splits naturally into three pieces:
gtota ≡ δ lnpðαjX
datÞ
δαaðnÞ
¼ gQDa − gMFa þ gPRa ; ð2:7Þ
one from the quadratic part of the likelihood (gQD), one
from the likelihood covariance determinant (gMF, the mean-
field), and one (gPR) from the prior. The choice of the odd
sign of gMF is more natural and becomes clear later on. The
prior gradient is straightforward to evaluate assuming
Gaussian statistics.
The gradients of the likelihood are first calculated in real
space, with the gradients with respect to the two cartesian
components of the deflection giving
δ lnpðXdatjαÞ
δαaðnÞ
¼ gQDa ðnÞ − gMFa ðnÞ: ð2:8Þ
These are then rotated to harmonic space to give the
gradient and curl components. The piece quadratic in the
data
gQDa ðnÞ ¼ ½VαXdatiðnÞ½Waα XdatiðnÞ; ð2:9Þ
is made up of two legs with data weights
Vα¼B†Cov−1α ; Waα¼D∇aCunlD†B†Cov−1α : ð2:10Þ
The gradient matrix ∇aCunl is block diagonal in harmonic
space with blocks ilaCunll . These weights are identical, in
the absence of deflection, to the (unnormalized) traditional
minimum variance (MV) lensing quadratic estimators
evaluated with unlensed spectra.
Both legs of the quadratic estimator [the two terms in
Eq. (2.9)] can be written in terms of reconstructed unlensed
CMB modes, as follows. Consider the most probable
primordial CMB modes XWFα given the data, under the
assumption that α is the true deflection field, and that they
are Gaussian fields with power Cunll . The maximum
a posteriori (MAP) unlensed CMB maps are formally
given by the Wiener-filtered data.1
XWFα ≡ CunlD†B†Cov−1α Xdat: ð2:11Þ
The leg WaαSdat of the quadratic piece is then simply the
deflected gradient of these maps
Waα XdatðxÞ ¼ D∇aXWFα ðxÞ: ð2:12Þ
The other leg can be written as the inverse-noise-weighted
residual between the data and how the inferred primordial
modes are predicted to appear:
VαXdat ¼ B†Cov−1α Xdat
¼ B†N−1ðCovα − BDCunlD†B†ÞCov−1α Xdat
¼ B†N−1½Xdat − BDXWFα : ð2:13Þ
1For a signal seen under a linear response sdat ¼ Rstrue þ n the
maximum a posteriori reconstructed signal s is given assuming
Gaussian statistics by sWF ¼ ðS−1 þ RtN−1RÞ−1RtN−1sdat ¼
SRtðSþ NÞ−1sdat
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The calculation of these two terms is simple once the maps
XWF are reconstructed. Our implementation is discussed in
Sec. III A.
The second part of the likelihood gradient is the
contribution from the mean field
gMFa ðnÞ ¼
1
2
δ ln det Covα
δαaðxÞ
¼ hgQDa ðnÞi: ð2:14Þ
The average here is over realizations of the data, with
displacementα held fixed. The second equality follows from
observing that the first variation of a log-likelihood always
vanish in the mean, and that gMFa ðnÞ itself is independent of
the data (and hence is equal to its expectation). The mean
field serves the same purpose here as for the traditional
quadratic estimator: to subtract the known sources of
anisotropy from the quadratic estimate. It depends on the
current estimate of the deflection, because α at this iteration
acts as a known source of anisotropy when measuring
residual lensing at the next iteration. Implementations are
discussed in Sec. III C and Appendix B.
III. IMPLEMENTATION
This section presents some details of our implementa-
tion. The main numerical difficulty lies in the calculation of
the Wiener-filtered modes XWFα in the presence of the
deflection α (and anisotropic noise, masks, etc.). This is
discussed in Sec. III A. The Wiener-filtering operation
requires the inversion of the deflection field, described
in Sec. III B, and the mean-field evaluation is discussed in
Sec. III C. We also make use of curvature information to
improve convergence, as discussed in Sec. III D. Finally,
we describe our choice of starting point in Sec. III E, and
summarize the workflow of the method in Sec. III F.
A. Reconstruction of the unlensed CMB
The MAP estimate of the unlensed CMB given a
deflection field α is formally given by Eq. (2.11), and
typically requires solving a large system of linear equa-
tions. This is not straightforward even in the absence of sky
cuts or other nonideal effects, since the deflection field
breaks isotropy so that the harmonic transforms do not
diagonalize the system. However, for all realistic situations
we have investigated, we found that the additional com-
plication of the deflection field was minor in comparison to
(typically highly anisotropic) sky cuts.
Our implementation is as follows. We first transform
Eq. (2.11) to the following form
XWFα ¼ ½ðCunlÞ−1 þD†B†N−1BD−1D†B†N−1Xdat; ð3:1Þ
and solve for the large inverse in brackets with conjugate
gradient descent. Here one should understand the bracketed
matrix to act on the space of nonzero unlensed CMB
modes. There is no ambiguity regarding the unlensed
spectra ðCunlÞ−1, since all modes in XWF are exactly zero
when they correspond to fiducial Cunll that are zero: the
Wiener filter builds the maximum a posteriori X maps,
hence these vanish whenever the prior variance Cunl does.
We found Eq. (3.1) to be more efficient than other possible
ways to perform the mask deconvolution, and it also is
more efficient when the lensing operations are the only
source of complications.
For the noise matrix N we use an input variance map that
is diagonal in pixel space. The noise can be inhomo-
geneous, and we can also add to the noise matrix a set of
templates which are projected out. This is useful for
instance to account for poorly understood low-l noise,
or to project out any templates for galactic dust. Using
conjugate gradient descent requires a reasonably fast way
to apply ðCunlÞ−1 þD†B†N−1BD to vectors X. The first
term is diagonal in harmonic space and poses no problem.
The second term requires application of the lensing
operators D and D†, and of the inverse noise matrix.
From Eq. (3.2), applying the lensing operator to a map is
simply achieved by harmonic transforms followed by
lensing of the resulting map. As discussed in more detail
in Sec. III B, D† also involves the inverse harmonic
transform and a delensing operation (lensing with the
inverse deflection field). It therefore has the same complex-
ity as forward lensing, provided the inverse deflection field
has been precomputed. The inverse noise matrix is simple
under the assumption that it is diagonal in pixel space. The
inclusion of templates is only a minor complication as long
as there are only a reasonable number of them. Finally,
assuming isotropic beams, the beam operations are fast in
harmonic space.
All in all, application of the bracketed matrix in
Eq. (3.1) requires 4 harmonic transform and 2 lensing
operations, multiplied by 1, 2 or 3 for temperature only,
polarization only or joint reconstruction respectively.
Lensing of maps (or the displacement inversion) is not
a cheap operation, but the cost scales linearly with the
number of pixels and can easily be parallelized. Our
implementations, including a GPU implementation, are
discussed in Sec. III B.
The use of a good preconditioner is mandatory for
convergence in acceptable time, especially when dealing
with masked maps. We use a multigrid preconditioner
following Ref. [27], where a set of working resolutions is
set up so that lower-resolution inverses are used to
precondition those at higher resolution. Specifically, we
extend the qcinv package2 by Duncan Hanson to include
the lensing operations. At the lowest resolution stage, we
use a dense preconditioner. We offer no unique recipe of a
good multigrid chain as performance appears to depend
substantially on the specific configuration. The solution
2https://github.com/dhanson/qcinv
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XWFαN obtained at iteration αN can however be used as
starting point for iteration N þ 1, which significantly
speeds whole process as αN settles down to the converged
estimate.
Finally, we note that in ideal situations where α is the
only source of anisotropy, the use of a simple diagonal
preconditioner is much faster, with no need to resort to a
multigrid solution, at least up to noise levels of a CMB-S4
configuration we have been testing.
B. Lensing and delensing operations
Lensing of maps is done at a resolution of 0.7 arcminutes,
using a standard bicubic spline interpolation. Lensing is an
expensive operation, even if easily computed in parallel,
and there are a large number of maps to process until
convergence is reached, and this can dominate the overall
computational cost in typical runs. We found that porting
the lensing on GPU, using a GPU-optimized implementa-
tion [28,29] can provide substantial speed-up. This is one of
the implementations that we provide.
In addition to the forward lensing operation, the filtering
step also requires applying D†. This is equivalent to
applying the inverse deflection together with multiplication
by the magnification. To see this, consider the temperature
part only. From the explicit form of the operator D in
Eq. (3.2) we have
½D†Tl¼
1ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
V
p
Z
d2xe−il·ðxþαðxÞÞTðxÞ
¼ 1ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
V
p
Z
d2xe−il·xjMα−1 jðxÞTðxþα−1ðxÞÞ: ð3:2Þ
The second line follows from the first after the obvious
change of variable x → xþ αðxÞ, where jMj is the
magnification matrix determinant that accounts for the
change of volume element in these new coordinates:
½MαabðxÞ ¼
∂αa
∂xb ðxÞ: ð3:3Þ
The inverse deflection α−1 is defined by the condition that
points deflected by α are remapped to themselves
xþ α−1ðxþ αðxÞÞ≡ x: ð3:4Þ
Equation (3.2) has the simple form of the harmonic
transform of the delensed temperature map, multiplied
by the magnification of the inverse deflection. The gener-
alization to polarization is immediate.
We therefore need to obtain the inverse deflection field.
While some approximation to the inverse deflection is
possible given the noise levels of current data [30,31], we
found the exact inversion is always well-behaved for a
ΛCDM displacement, is always in the weak-lensing
regime, and is not a bottleneck for our reconstruction.
The inversion is a very localized operation which is
easily parallelized, for which we use a simple real space
Newton-Raphson scheme on a high-resolution grid.
Specifically, following Ref. [31], we solve iteratively for
α−1ðnÞ using
α−1Nþ1ðnÞ ¼ α−1NðnÞ −M−1α ðnþ α−1NðnÞÞ
· ðα−1NðnÞ þ αðnþ α−1NðnÞÞÞ: ð3:5Þ
In practice, we use the same 0.7 arcmin grid spacing that we
use for the lensing operations, in which case 3 iterations
starting from α−1 ¼ 0 are enough for essentially exact
inversion of a typical ΛCDM deflection field. Typical
resulting r.m.s. fractional residuals on the deflection ampli-
tude are as low as 2 × 10−5. For lensing reconstruction in a
realistic situation, the forward deflection is much smoother
in comparison to a typical ΛCDM deflection owing to the
prior effectively filtering out many small-scale modes, and
coarser resolutions may also be used.
C. Mean field evaluation
Provided with a large number of data simulations, the
mean field may be evaluated using
gMFðnÞ ¼ hgQDðnÞi; ð3:6Þ
i.e., by repeating the quadratic estimate on a number NMC
of independent simulations of the data maps and averaging
to get the mean field. In practice, each of these naive
estimates of gMF has spectrum jgQDj2 and a large resulting
Monte-Carlo (MC) noise, containing the signal and noise
parts of gQD. On small scales this noise is typically much
larger than gMF, so for a reasonable number of MC
simulations the mean field subtraction would effectively
be adding noise with power jgQDj2=NMC to the estimation
of the gradient on these scales. It is therefore desirable to
obtain better ways to estimate the mean field. We suggest
two types of trick to accelerate convergence of the mean-
field estimation.
The first simply subtracts some of the Monte Carlo noise
by subtracting a mean field calculated using an isotropic
approximation to the data likelihood, using the same
random phases for the simulations. This introduces no
bias, since by isotropy the correction vanishes in the mean,
but has the virtue of cancelling part of the MC noise where
the anisotropy is mild. For example, the isotropic approxi-
mation could consist of recalculating the same quadratic
estimate but setting α to zero in the weights (in the absence
of other non-ideal effects), or using a simulation extended
to full sky in the presence of sky cuts.
The second trick is to modify the weights of the quadratic
estimator, in a way that keeps its expectation value (i.e., the
mean field) constant. This is discussed in more detail in
Appendix B. Combined, these tricks can lead to orders of
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magnitude decrease of the MC noise on the mean-field
estimator, drastically reducing the number of simulations
required for the same target accuracy.
In principle, different random phases must be used for
the simulations at each iteration step: usage of the same
phases at each step causes artificial convergence of the
iteration towards what is an approximation to the true
posterior. This approximation might still be fairly good,
however, if enough simulations are used. At any given scale
it is the mean field MC noise that sets the accuracy at which
the true maximum a posteriori deflection solution can be
determined. We refer to this later on as the MC noise floor.
D. Curvature
Finally, to perform an efficient search for the optimal
point we need the curvature of the likelihood as well as the
gradient. Specifically, to perform efficient Newton-type
iteration across parameter space, the inverse curvature is
needed. Curvature matrices such as
½H−1abLL0 ≡ −
δ2 lnpðXdatjαÞ
δαaL δα
b;
L0
ð3:7Þ
can never be evaluated exactly in reasonable time. We
proceed as follows: starting with an initial isotropic guess,
H0, we perform a rank two update toH every time we move
across parameter space. At each iteration, two maps are
saved to disk and can be used to apply recursively the
inverse curvature matrix to any vector. We use the limited
memory Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno (L-BFGS)
update [32], for which
HNþ1 ¼ ð1þ ρsytÞHNð1þ ρystÞ − ρsst; ð3:8Þ
with
sðnÞ ¼ ϕNþ1ðnÞ − ϕNðnÞ;
yðnÞ ¼ gtotNþ1ðnÞ − gtotN ðnÞ; ð3:9Þ
and ρ ¼ 1=yts. Built in this way, the inverse curvature takes
into account non-Gaussian and realization-dependent
aspects of the likelihood, and we found can dramatically
improve the convergence properties of the iterative search.
Since the inverse curvature approximates the covariance, it
can also be used to assess the width of the posterior density
function, giving us approximate confidence regions for free
at the end of the iterative process.
E. Starting point
If the posterior density were exactly Gaussian, a single
Newton step starting from α≡ 0 would bring us directly to
the optimal solution. This solution matches (neglecting the
difference between the realization-dependent curvature and
its average) the Wiener-filtered quadratic estimator calcu-
lated with unlensed weights [33]. However, we use lensed
weights since they provide a better quadratic reconstruction
[34], especially on large scales. Explicitly, we use
α0ðLÞ ¼
CϕϕL
CϕϕL þ N0;lenL
iL ϕˆqestðLÞ; ð3:10Þ
where N0;lenL is the Gaussian reconstruction noise of the
quadratic estimator, calculated with the lensed CMB
spectra. N0;lenL is calculated using its real space flat-sky
representation (see Appendix B). The quadratic estimator is
the minimum variance (MV) estimator built with the set of
maps considered: T alone, Q and U polarization alone, or
the three Stokes maps in combination. The filtering step is
described in Sec. III A, with the ðα ¼ 0; Clenl Þ Wiener filter
using an input noise variance map and fiducial beam
transfer function. In temperature, there are known ways
to optimize the weights further [35], but Eq. (3.10) works
well for our purposes.
F. Summary of the workflow
We are now in position to summarize and describe the
workflow of the iterative search for the maximum a pos-
teriori point. Initially, the displacement α0 is set at the
Wiener-filtered quadratic estimator as described in Sec. III
E. To get the optimal reconstruction we apply the following
steps recursively until satisfactory convergence is reached:
(1) The displacement αN is inverted to give α−1N and
cached.
(2) With the deflection and its inverse, the delensed
maps XWFα are obtained with the ðαN; Cunll Þ Wiener
filter using multigrid-preconditioned conjugate gra-
dient inversion. This is the most expensive step of
the whole process by some margin.
(3) With the delensed CMB at hand, the quadratic part of
gradients are calculated from Eqs. (2.12) and (2.13).
(4) In parallel (unless neglected, or some other approxi-
mation scheme is used), the mean field contributions
to the gradient are calculated by repeating steps 2-3
on a number of simulated maps, using the tricks
discussed in Sec. B.
(5) The total gradient gN is then obtained, the inverse
curvature updated according to the BFGS scheme of
(3.8), and the displacement αNþ1 is found along the
Newton descent direction:
αNþ1 ¼ αN þ λHNgN: ð3:11Þ
The parameter λ helps improve convergence. For
CMB-S4-like configurations, we picked λ ¼ 1=2 at
all steps, whereas the full Newton step λ ¼ 1 can
safely be used at higher noise levels.
IV. RESULTS
For this preliminary investigation we report three tests of
our reconstruction method. First, using a simulated lensed
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map similar current Planck public data, we demonstrate use
of the Wiener-filtering procedure to extract the maximum
a posteriori estimate of the unlensed CMB. Second, we
simulate a lensing reconstruction from polarization on a
masked field, with noise levels of next-generation CMB
experiments. In its simplest incarnation, the algorithm does
not directly provide a delensed primordial B-mode map,
but the iteratively reconstructed potential map can still be
used to delens the observed B modes. Third and finally,
while explicit delensing of B-modes with these improved
lensing maps will be demonstrated in upcoming work, we
discuss the increase in correlation coefficient (and hence
delensing efficiency) that the method can achieve with
upcoming CMB data.
A. Wiener filtering
Before turning to lensing reconstruction, we first dem-
onstrate our Wiener filtering technique to accurately
estimate the unlensed CMB from a simulated masked
temperature CMB map. We convolved an input simulated
lensed CMB sky with a beam of 7-arcmin FWHM, and
added homogeneous 35μK-arcmin noise. Using the exact
input lensing potential and input unlensed spectrum, we
obtained the reconstructed unlensed CMB modes TWF, up
to l ≤ 3500. The mask was chosen arbitrarily as a piece of
the public Planck 2015 analysis lensing mask, and we have
further excised a band along all sides of the 600 deg2 patch
so that the boundary of the unmasked patch is nonperiodic.
This leaves fpatch ¼ 60% of the patch unmasked.
The upper panels of Fig. 1 show a comparison of
simulated lensed data and the estimated unlensed CMB
(TWF) using the known input deflection field. The lower
panels compare the residuals TWF − T input, using either
the deflection-dependent Wiener filter (α ¼ ∇ϕinput; Cunll ,
right), or the usual quadratic estimate filter that we use for
the initial estimate (α ¼ 0; Clenl , left). The former has small
nearly-isotropic, near-uniform residuals set by the noise
map, the latter shows the swirly patterns characteristic of
lensing, with residuals of much larger amplitude.
It takes a couple of minutes on a modern laptop to
reconstruct these modes, up to the point where the residual
norm of the solution to the linear system of equations has
decreased across the full patch by 5 orders of magnitude. At
this point the values inside the masked regions have
converged to sub-percent level.
B. Lensing reconstruction on a masked patch
Next, we demonstrate lensing potential reconstruction
from a simulated futuristic polarization-based experiment,
including masking. We consider, on the same mask, the
iterative reconstruction of the lensing potential from Stokes
Q,U simulated maps with noise level of 1.5·
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
μK-arcmin,
and a beam of 3 FWHM. This corresponds roughly to noise
levels expected for the baseline, widefield CMB-S4
configuration. We use a vanishing fiducial gravitational
wave amplitude, CBB;unll ¼ 0, in which case the Wiener
filter reconstructs the optimal unlensed E mode map from
Q and U, assuming the B mode is due to lensing and noise
exclusively. We reconstruct multipoles of the E-mode map
up to l ≤ 3500, and the lensing potential over the same
multipole range. The search converges just as well to higher
multipoles, but there is little information there since the
reconstruction becomes completely noise dominated. At no
point do we apply low multipole cuts to the lensing
potential, demonstrating that the iterative search can handle
masking and the resulting large mean field adequately.
Convergence of the iterative search towards the optimal
solution can be explicitly checked on all scales by mon-
itoring the change in the posterior gradient and its compo-
nents. The upper panel of Fig. 2 show the power spectra of
the different pieces of the posterior gradient g at the starting
point of the iteration, for which the lensing reconstruction is
given by the MVestimate. These gradient maps are smooth
across the mask, so to estimate the spectra we simply
rescale naive spectra estimates by 1=fpatch for the purpose
of this figure. Assigning Fourier modes to L-bin according
to L ¼ jlj − 1=2, resulting in nL ∼ ð2Lþ 1ÞV=4π modes
per bin, we build
CˆgL ¼
1
fpatch
1
nL
X
l inL bin
jglj2: ð4:1Þ
Shown are the quadratic piece (blue), the mean field
(orange) and the prior (green) spectrum. The total gradient
spectrum is shown as the red line. For easier comparison,
all gradients have been normalized with the quadratic
estimator normalization N0L, so the quantity plotted is
actually
ðN0LÞ2CˆgL; for g¼ gQD; gMF; gPR and gtot: ð4:2Þ
With this normalization, the reconstruction noise in the
quadratic estimate before any iteration is N0L itself, shown
as the solid black line. On scales with large signal to noise
(N0 ≪ CϕϕL ) the inverse curvature is (to a crude approxi-
mation) ∼N0L. Thus, on these scales, ðN0LÞ2CgtotL is also
roughly the spectrum of the Newton increment in Eq. (3.11)
added to the potential estimate at the corresponding
iteration step.
The quadratic part of the gradient is pure reconstruction
noise at small scales and is cancelled by the prior gradient.
On large scales, the quadratic piece is dominated by the
mean-field contamination from the mask. Since the mask
mean field is basically independent from ϕˆ, it will vary little
from iteration to iteration, and improving the potential
estimate (by reducing the total gradient) at low multipoles
demands precise evaluation of this term. On the other hand,
on intermediate scales we can see that gQD is the dominant
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contribution to the total gradient at the start of the iterations.
Hence, on these scales the lensing map can be improved
without relying on cancellation of the mean field.
We used 511 simulations at each step to estimate the
mean field. The upturn of the orange curve at L≃ 1000
shows the onset of the MC noise dominated regime, where
the mean-field estimate becomes pure MC noise. The
dot-dashed black line shows an analytic prediction for
the expected MC noise neglecting sky cuts, calculated with
the tools from Appendix B. The MC noise spectrum is
smaller than N0L by four orders of magnitude, so iterations
should be able to reduce the gradient amplitude by a similar
amount. On large scales, the MC noise stays smaller than
the prior gradient, and thus the iterative procedure will have
exhausted information from the data before it hits the MC
noise floor. However, we will see below that the isotropic
prediction for the MC noise is inaccurate on large scales,
where there is a substantial contribution from sky cuts.
FIG. 1. A demonstration of how our Wiener filter produces optimal (maximum a posteriori) estimates on the unlensed CMB maps
from masked data. The simulated temperature map is comparable to a Planck configuration, and we use the exact input simulated
deflection and exact input unlensed CTTl spectrum in the filter. The upper-left panel shows the simulated masked temperature data map,
with a homogeneous noise level of 35 μK-arcmin and a beam FWHM of 7-arcmin. The (unapodized) mask is built out of a portion of the
public Planck lensing mask, to which we have added a band surrounding the patch on all sides. The upper right panel shows the
reconstructed unlensed map TWF. The residual to the true input CMB map (TWF − T input) is shown on the lower-right panel. The lower-
left panel shows the residual (on the unmasked pixels) of the result obtained when the Wiener filter instead uses no deflection but the
lensed CMB spectrum in place of the unlensed spectrum (as in the standard quadratic estimator). These residuals are several times larger
in magnitude (the same color scale is sometimes saturated), and display the anisotropic swirly patterns generated by the pure gradient
deflection field.
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A small contribution also comes from the deflection field.
It is possible to predict this contribution perturbatively,
since the mean field just follows the spatial distribution of
the deflection field at each step: see Appendix B. This
contribution from the deflection is comparatively larger for
temperature reconstruction, and also for temperature in
combination with polarization.
We start the posterior inverse curvature H0 with the
isotropic estimate
H0L ¼

1
N0;unlL
þ 1
CϕϕL

−1
: ð4:3Þ
The second term is the prior curvature, and for the first term
(the likelihood curvature) we used the unlensed weights.
The choice of initial curvature is not critical as long as the
BFGS scheme is used to update it. However, using the
lensed weights can lead to the algorithm taking steps that
are too large and hence give poor convergence, so we use
unlensed weights instead (which gives a curvature that is
slightly too large, but works well): steps that are too large
should be avoided, as the search relies on the displacement
being invertible at each step. More optimal curvature
estimates might be built using partially lensed weights.
Convergence is acceptably quick, and after ∼9 iterations
the bulk of the improvement has been gained, with the
gradient spectrum reduced by 2–3 orders of magnitude.
Only small variations on the large-scale modes are visible
in the deflection maps after this point. The lower panel of
Fig. 2 shows the spectra after 20 iterations. The purple
curve show an empirical estimate of the mean-field MC
noise. This is calculated by splitting our set of simulations
into two independent sets of size N1 and N2 with
corresponding mean-field prediction gMF1 and gMF2 , and
building
CˆMFL ¼
N1N2
ðN1 þ N2Þ2
CˆMF1−MF2L : ð4:4Þ
This is much larger than the analytic isotropic prediction on
large scales because of the mask contribution to the MC
noise. The total gradient closely follows the MC noise
curve, and no further improvement can be achieved after
the 20 iterations. At intermediate scales, the quadratic
gradient is visibly much reduced and is now in equilibrium
with the prior.
Finally, we show the reconstructed lensing map in Fig. 3.
From left to right in the top row we show the input lensing
map, the quadratic estimate, and the converged iterative
solution. Here we plot the displacement-like but isotropic
spin-0 transforms
dðxÞ≡ 1ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
V
p
X
L
LϕˆLeiL·x: ð4:5Þ
The reconstruction is visibly improved, both by large-scale
modes filling in the masked regions and by the presence of
finer-grained structure well inside the patch. The bottom
row of Fig. 3 shows a zoom in of the central area, showing
FIG. 2. Power spectra of the three gradients gQD (blue), gMF
(orange) and gPR (green) for lensing reconstruction from polari-
zation on a masked patch, together with the total gradient
spectrum (red). The algorithm works by reducing the red curve
as much possible to find the most probable lensing map. The
mask is shown in Fig. 1, and causes the large contribution from
the mean field at low multipoles. All curves are normalized to the
quadratic estimator normalization N0L. The upper panel shows the
gradient spectra at the first iteration step, where the deflection is
the Wiener-filtered quadratic estimator, and the lower panel
shows the result after 20 iterations. At this point, the gradient
has hit the mean-field MC noise floor (purple on the lower panel)
on all scales and the solution cannot be improved by more
iterations. The MC noise floor is mean-field estimator dependent
and inversely proportional to the number of simulations used
(here 511 per iteration). The dot-dashed line shows predictions
for the MC noise floor built from an isotropic likelihood, which
are inaccurate at low multipoles because of the sky cuts. At low
multipoles, the improved reconstruction relies on accurately
cancelling the mean field contribution, but on intermediate scales
the decrease in the quadratic estimate is immediately visible.
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instead the lensing convergence where the improvement on
small scales is more clearly visible.
C. Delensing efficiency
How can our lensing reconstruction method help with
measurement of primordial tensor modes? In the absence of
a fiducial nonvanishing CBBl , for which there is at present
no preferred choice, no delensed B-mode map is directly
produced by the algorithm as the prior sets it to zero.
However, it is well known that the lensing map can be used
to remove some of the lensing signal in the observed B-
mode map. Reduction of lensing signal in the B-mode map
will result in some degree of improvement on tensor
constraints, since the lensing B modes act as a source of
noise for any primordial signal.
Delensing of B-mode polarization has recently been
demonstrated on Planck data by remapping the Stokes
maps [31], and by the SPT team [36] using a template
subtraction method. In both cases, the expected reduction
of lensing-like power is approximately set by the squared
cross-correlation coefficient of the measured lensing map
to the true lensing map, which we call the delensing
efficiency:
FIG. 3. The top-left panel shows a simulated lensing field used as input to a lensing reconstruction analysis. The input StokesQ andU
maps are masked with the same mask shown on Fig. 1, and we assume a polarization-sensitive experiment having polarization noise
level of 1.5 ·
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
μK-arcmin and 3 arcmin FWHM beam. The middle panel shows on the same color scale the Wiener-filtered quadratic
estimate, which is the starting point of the iterative solution for the maximum a posteriori solution, Eq. (3.10). The top-right panel shows
the converged solution. The top three panels show the displacement-like scalar field with transform jljϕˆl, Eq. (4.5). The lower two
panels show the convergence maps κðlÞ ¼ − 1
2
l2ϕˆðlÞ (only the central regions covering one fourth of the map) for the quadratic
estimator (left) and iterative solution (right). The iterative solution can resolve structure down to smaller scales, and improvement can
also be seen in the masked regions.
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ϵL ≡ ðC
ϕˆϕ
L Þ
2
CϕϕL C
ϕˆ ϕˆ
L
: ð4:6Þ
Figure 4 shows this cross-correlation coefficient for simu-
lated reconstructions. We built these curves using 128
idealized simulations, with homogeneous input noise maps
and no sky cuts. In this case, the deflection field is the only
source of mean field at each step, which is sufficiently well
described by the perturbative predictions derived and
discussed in the Appendix B. In all cases, we have
considered joint temperature and polarization (MV)
reconstruction, with sharp multipole cuts 10 < l ≤ 3000.
For the Planck curve, we cut at 2048, following the public
analysis [37]. Shown are the delensing efficiencies
expected for the MV quadratic estimator (dashed color)
and the iterated, converged solution (solid). Besides
Planck, we also show curves for the Simons
Observatory,3 and two distinct CMB-S4-like configura-
tions: one for a wide but shallow coverage, and one for a
deep survey with sensitivity increased by a factor of about
four. The assumed beam and noise levels are shown in
Table I, ignoring all experimental complications, and are
not meant to be necessarily very accurate representations of
the experiment label. We have used Gaussian beams of
3 arcmin FWHM in all cases, again with the exception of
Planck where we used 6.5 arcmin. The S4-wide configu-
ration is identical to those of the optimal reconstruction
performed on the masked sky in Sec. IV B. We show an
estimate of the efficiency of this reconstruction as the green
data points. The points are obtained from Eq. (4.6), using
pseudo-CL estimates after enlarging the mask conserva-
tively near the mask boundaries, leaving fpatch ∼ 35%, in
order to avoid any edge effects. The points stand in very
good agreement to expectations, demonstrating that mask-
ing does not substantially affect the reconstruction quality
away from the mask boundaries.
FIG. 4. The delensing efficiencies as function of lensing L
multipole with either the quadratic estimator (dashed colored
lines) or the iterative solution (solid colored lines), for current and
futuristic noise levels. The curves were obtained from 128
simulated spectra and cross-spectra of the input lensing with
idealized quadratic and iterative reconstructions. The green points
show for comparison an estimate of the efficiency from the
reconstruction on the masked sky described in Sec. IV B, which
has identical noise level to the corresponding green curve. Only
data far away from the mask edges were used to produce these
points. Also shown are estimates of the efficiency using CIB
maps, obtained as discussed in the main text from the public
Planck GNILC maps at 545 GHz. The brown points show the
efficiency obtained from 60% of the sky, while the purple points
were obtained on the cleanest (according to the GNILC dust map)
4% of the sky. The black line shows the contribution per log-
multipole bin of CϕϕL to the total B-mode power on the scales
relevant for a primordial B-mode measurement, see Eq. (4.8). The
average of the colored curves weighted by the black line gives the
approximate delensing efficiency relevant to each observation.
The residual lensing B power is listed in Table I together with the
noise levels and expected improvement on tensor-to-scalar ratio
constraints.
TABLE I. The first three rows give the temperature and
polarization noise levels and beam width input to the simulations
used in Sec. IV C to obtain the delensing efficiencies shown on
Fig. 4. The next two rows show the effective B-mode lensing
power achievable on the scales relevant for primordial B-mode
measurement, using the quadratic (MV) estimator and the iterated
solution respectively. The latter results accurately match predic-
tions using an iterated Gaussian noise level as described in the
main text, shown on the sixth row. The last two rows show the
fractional improvement on the error bar of the tensor to scalar ratio
r (compared to the case of no delensing, assuming r ¼ 0). These
results are for the idealized case of no foreground or mean-field
contamination, and show some sensitivity to the largest multipole
L that can be delensed. Ratios calculated using a lensmultipole cut
at Lmin ¼ 100 instead of Lmin ¼ 40 are shown in parentheses.
Planck
Simons
observatory S4-wide S4-deep
NTlev=ðμKarcminÞ 35 3.0 1.5 0.38
NPlev=ðμKarcminÞ 55 4.2 2.1 0.53
Beam
FWHM=ðarcminÞ
6.5 3.0 3.0 3.0
Blen=ðμKarcminÞ
(quadratic)
4.5 3.2 2.8 2.3
Blen=ðμKarcminÞ
(iterative)
4.5 3.0 2.4 1.4
Prediction
(iterative N0L)
4.5 3.0 2.4 1.4
σðrÞ improvement
(quadratic)
1.0 1.7(1.5) 2.5(2.2) 4.1(3.3)
σðrÞ improvement
(iterative)
1.0 1.8(1.6) 3.1(2.6) 10.6(6.3)
3www.simonsobservatory.org.
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Figure 4 also shows the delensing efficiency reachable
using the publicly available4 GNILC Cosmic Infrared
Background (CIB) map [38] as an external tracer of the
lensing map (purple points). We used the GNILC
reconstruction at 545 GHz, covering 60% of the sky,
and Planck 2015 lensing potential map to build these
points. We estimated the CIB auto spectrum and the
lensing-CIB cross-spectrum on the union of their released
masks after apodization on a scale of 12 arcmin, decon-
volving the pseudo-Cl estimates from the mask coupling
matrix. We show the CIB efficiency estimate
ϵˆCIBL ≡ ðCˆ
CIBϕˆ
L Þ
2
CˆCIBCIBL C
ϕϕ; fid
L
ð4:7Þ
as the brown data points. The fiducial lensing spectrum is
based on the Planck 2015 cosmology. This estimate is
justified in so far as the lensing map is an unbiased tracer of
the true lensing, and in the absence of spurious cross-
correlation between the two maps. Comparison to previous
works on CIB delensing (Fig. 2 of Ref. [39], using Planck
cleaned 545 GHz map, and Fig. 1 of Ref. [36] from the SPT
team, using Herschel 500 μm map) shows good consis-
tency5 over the relevant scales.
On this large sky fraction (60%), contamination by
galactic dust may reduce somewhat the cross-correlation
to the lensing in the GNILC CIB map, and the brown points
are slightly lower than expected for clean maps [40,41].
Larger CIB efficiencies might be possible on cleaner
regions of the sky, or with improved dust cleaning from
future observations. For comparison we also show as the
purple data points the efficiency on a smaller but cleaner
area, using a mask built by thresholding the GNILC dust
map at 545 GHz, keeping only 4% of the sky unmasked.
Not all multipoles are equally important for the purpose
of B-mode delensing. To a good approximation, the B
power CBl depends linearly on the lensing deflection
spectrum, hence we may write the delensed B-mode
power as
CB;delensl ∼
X
L
ð1 − ϵLÞ
∂CBl
∂ lnCϕϕL
: ð4:8Þ
If the very-low l reionization peak cannot be probed
or is discarded, the tensor-mode recombination peak (at
roughly 40 ≤ l ≤ 100) determines the scale where dele-
nsing is most important. The black line on Fig. 4 shows
LdCBBl =d lnC
ϕϕ
L , after averaging over this l-multipole
range, and normalized such that it L-integrates to unity.
By construction, weighting the efficiency curves on this
figure against this line gives the delensing efficiency
relevant for primordial B modes around the recombination
peak.
Effective residual delensed B-mode noise amplitudes are
listed on the second set of rows of Table I. The delensed
B-mode lensing power is calculated from the unlensed E
spectrum and a reduced lensing spectrum given by
Cϕϕ; delensL ¼ ð1 − ϵLÞCϕϕL ; ð4:9Þ
where the efficiencies are those shown in Fig. 4. The
numbers in the table are the mean power over
40 ≤ l ≤ 100. The partially lensed spectra as well as the
coupling matrix dCBBl =d lnC
ϕϕ
L are obtained with the
PYTHON CAMB package.6 The Planck number matches
well the result of the B-mode delensing analysis performed
by Ref. [31] on data. We also give predictions for the
iterated solution. These predictions are obtained following
Ref. [22] by iteratively producing delensed power spectra
and MV reconstruction noises N0L, using at each step the
reduced lensing power in Eq. (4.9) with efficiencies
ϵL ¼
CϕϕL
CϕϕL þ N0L
ð4:10Þ
to calculate the partially delensed B-mode power used
when calculating N0L for the next step. The predictions
stand in excellent agreement with our simulated
reconstructions.
Table I also shows the expected delensing improvement
of constraints on the tensor-to-scalar ratio r, comparing
results using the iterative lensing estimator to those using
the quadratic estimator. These are calculated from a toy r
estimator variance estimate, assuming r ¼ 0,
1
σ2ðrˆÞ ¼
fsky
2
X
l≥40
ð2lþ 1Þ

CB tensor;r¼1l
CB delensl þ CB noisel
2
: ð4:11Þ
The delensed B power is the one calculated according to
Eq. (4.9). More realistic forecasts, for example including
foreground cleaning, are well beyond the scope of this
paper, but we note that these ratios stand in agreement with
expectations [11].
V. SUMMARY
We presented an iterative method for CMB lensing
reconstruction, and showed that for future high-sensitivity
observations it can produce substantially better results than
the quadratic estimator. Even with nontrivial masking, the
method remains numerically tractable and produces results
in agreement with naive expectations. For low noise levels
the large-scale lensing modes are all reconstructed with
high signal to noise, even by the quadratic estimator, so the
cosmological information is limited by cosmic variance.
The main information gain from the iterative estimator
comes on smaller scales where the quadratic estimator4http://pla.esac.esa.int.
5Note that both references show the cross-correlation coef-
ficient ρL, while we show the efficiency ρ2L.
6camb.readthedocs.io.
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reconstruction noise starts to be substantial. However, for
B-mode delensing, even small errors on the reconstruction
of the large-scale lensing realization can lead to residual
lensing B-mode power, so the improvement in signal to
noise is important on all scales.
The algorithm works by extracting residual lensing from
optimally reconstructed unlensed CMB maps. As such, it
produces both estimates of the lensing potential and the
delensed CMB maps. Note, however, that the method does
not directly produce a delensed B-mode map, unless a prior
spectrum is adopted for the unlensed B-mode spectrum.
Nevertheless, the resulting deflection estimate, alone or in
combination with the delensed E map, may be used to
delens the observed polarization map, giving improved
delensing efficiency compared to using a quadratic esti-
mator reconstruction.
The algorithm maximizes the posterior probability for
the lensing potential, assuming Gaussianity of the unlensed
maps and noise. A solution to this same problem was first
attempted in Refs. [13,23]. These references, working in
the absence of nonideal effects, introduced several approx-
imations to reduce the computational burden, avoiding in
particular the anisotropic inverse variance filtering step. For
similar reasons involving the difficulty of a global analysis,
Ref. [42] introduced a local likelihood reconstruction
method, where the lensing map is approximated as quad-
ratic in small neighborhoods, and large wavelengths are
ignored. We have demonstrated how a conjugate gradient
inversion can handle the global inversion very efficiently,
and, crucially, can also successfully be applied in the
presence of sky cuts and other realistic nonidealities.
Our solution is the first that does not rely on approxima-
tions once the fiducial ingredients of the likelihood and
prior have been chosen. This means that, given enough
computational resources, the resulting lensing potential
map is optimal and cannot be improved upon.
In practice, one limiting factor is the mean-field calcu-
lation. Unless some approximation is used, the mean field
is calculated with a finite number of simulations, and this
sets a Monte-Carlo noise floor that cannot be improved
upon by further iterations. However, we demonstrated that
for realistic situations reconstructions can be successfully
performed on masked data for current and next-generation
CMB experiments. We also showed how a perturbative
approximation to the mean field is adequate in the absence
of nonideal effects, allowing very fast iterative reconstruc-
tions in this case. We expect the methods and codes
described and tested here to be useful for the planning
and execution of future CMB lensing analyses.
The modular, fully parallelized pipeline (using MPI) is
written in Python, internally calling parts written in C,
and/or sending these to a GPU device using the pyCUDA
interface [43]. The flat-sky code is publicly available.7
We also described the curved-sky algorithm; this will be
tested on data and reported elsewhere.
Our successful exploration of the lensed CMB likelihood
suggests several interesting possibilities for future inves-
tigation and improvement. The iterative estimate takes as an
input the fiducial unlensed CMB spectra, which we have
taken to include no primordial B modes so that our
posterior (MAP) estimate of the unlensed B modes is
exactly zero. This prevents us directly obtaining an optimal
measurement of a delensed gravitational wave signal,
which must be obtained afterwards using a more standard
template subtraction or point remapping method. By
allowing for nonzero unlensed B modes in the prior, we
could also allow direct joint estimation of the lensing
together with the primordial signal. Exactly how best to do
this, given the unknown amplitude of the primordial signal
and complications with delensing biases, is worth careful
future consideration. Another important future direction is
to go beyond estimation of the lensing map to also provide
optimal lensing power spectrum estimates (and estimates of
the delensed CMB power spectra). Within the maximum
posterior density framework, building a posterior density
for the lensing power spectrum formally requires an
intractable marginalization over the deflection field, though
approximations can certainly be built [13] and are worth
further study. Finally, this also opens exciting prospects for
cluster CMB lensing [44,45], by allowing nonparametric
cluster mass profile measurements from the full likelihood.
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APPENDIX A: CURVED SKY GRADIENTS
We give here the curved sky likelihood gradients,
analogous to the flat sky version given in the main text.
We first state the results and describe the implementation,
and then provide a derivation. This requires only repeated
use of the gradient and curl decomposition of a complex
spin s field, which are readily available in widespread
packages. With real part R and imaginary part I , we may
write jsjf as
7https://github.com/carronj/LensIt.
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jsjfðnÞ ¼ ðRðnÞ  iIðnÞÞ: ðA1Þ
Then the gradient curl component are defined as (jsj > 0)Z
d2njsjY

lm
ðnÞjsjfðnÞ≡−ð1ÞjsjðGlm iClmÞ;
↔ jsjfðnÞ¼−ð1Þjsj
X
lm
ðGlm iClmÞjsjYlmðnÞ: ðA2Þ
We follow here for convenience the sign conventions
adopted, e.g., by the relevant spin harmonic transform
routines of the widespread HEALpix package [46]. The
definitions of the spin harmonics follow, e.g., Ref. [47].
The E, B decomposition of the spin-2 polarization field is
2PðnÞ≡QðnÞ  iUðnÞ
¼ −
X
lm
ðElm  iBlmÞ2YlmðnÞ: ðA3Þ
We give the results for the joint T, Q, U analysis, the
restriction to temperature only or polarization only is
straightforward.
We aim to obtain the likelihood gradients with respect to
the displacement modes, in analogy to the flat sky
derivation in the main text. We only need to derive the
quadratic part of the gradient: the mean field is, as before,
its average, and the Gaussian prior is straightforward. We
define it by projecting the gradient vector onto the spin
basis e. This basis is associated to the cartesian ortho-
normal frame e1, e2 orthogonal to n, given by e≡ e1 ie2.
The spin 1 quadratic gradient is then defined as
1g
QDðnÞ≡ ea δδαaðnÞ

1
2
Xdat · Cov−1α Xdat

: ðA4Þ
The unnormalized potential (ϕ) and curl potential (Ω)
quadratic estimators (as could have been obtained directly
by taking gradients with respect to ϕ andΩ) are then simply
given by the harmonic expansion of 1g:
1g
QDðnÞ ¼ −ð1Þ
X
LM

ϕQDLM  iΩQDLMﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
LðLþ 1Þp

1YLMðnÞ: ðA5Þ
Postponing the derivation, the end result is as follows:
with n and n0 the undeflected and deflected points,
1g
QDðnÞ ¼ −
X
s¼0;2
−sResðnÞ½ðsXWFðn0Þ: ðA6Þ
In this equation, the left leg of the quadratic product is the
inverse noise weighted residual
ResðnÞ≡ ½B†Cov−1α XdatðnÞ
¼ ½B†N−1ðXdat − BDXWFÞðnÞ; ðA7Þ
and the right leg is given by deflected gradients of the
Wiener-filtered maps. Explicitly,
½ð0XWFðn0Þ¼
X
lm
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
lðlþ1Þ
p
TWFlm 1Ylmðn0Þ
½ð−2XWFðn0Þ¼−
X
lm
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðlþ2Þðl−1Þ
p
½EWFlm −iBWFlm −1Ylmðn0Þ
½ð2XWFðn0Þ¼−
X
lm
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðl−2Þðlþ3Þ
p
½EWFlm þiBWFlm 3Ylmðn0Þ:
ðA8Þ
The only difference between Eq. (A6) and traditional
position-space curved-sky implementation of the quadratic
estimator (as stated above, without the N0 normalization)
are the use of the unlensed spectra instead of the lensed
spectra in producing XWF, together with the presence of the
deflection operations, both in the filter and explicitly
in Eq. (A6).
We now justify Eq. (A6). The model for the observed
signal with noise n is
Xdat ¼ BDXunl þ n; ðA9Þ
where on the curved sky the operator D sends the unlensed
T, E and B CMB modes to the deflected Stokes map with
definite spin 0, 2 (i.e., 2P and not Q, U):
DlmðnÞ ¼
0
B@ 0
Ylm 0 0
0 −2Ylm −i−2Ylm
0 −−2Ylm i−2Ylm
1
CAðn0Þ: ðA10Þ
Similarly, B projects the spin maps T, 2P to the observed
Xdat ¼ Tdat, Qdat and Udat. From the definitions given in
Eqs. (A4) and (A7), we have
1g
QDðnÞ¼Xdat†Cov−1α B

−eaþ
δD
δαaðnÞ

CunlD†B†Cov−1α Xdat
¼
Z
d2n0
X
s¼0;2
−sResðn0Þ

−eaþ
δD
δαaðnÞX
WF

sþ1
ðn0Þ:
ðA11Þ
On the second line we used the spin s as the index for the
different components of the residual and gradient maps.
How to make sense of and evaluate the variations of D?
From Eq. (A10), all elements are spin-weighted harmonics
at the deflected position, hence we need to understand how
this position changes under a variation of the deflection.
The geometry is sketched on Fig. 5. On the curved sky, the
notation n→ nþ αðnÞ indicates displacement of length
jαðnÞj from n along the geodesic in direction α. The
polarization axes are parallel transported along the geo-
desic, leading to some small change in Q, U from the
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resulting misalignment with the coordinate vectors at the
new point [48,49]. Varying αðnÞ by a small amount δαðnÞ
give rises to a slightly different geodesic. On the flat sky,
the end separation vector between the points will be δαðnÞ,
but this is not so on the curved sphere. Since α is typically a
few arcminutes, the difference is very small, and we will
neglect it. We now justify this, by deriving the exact but less
practical result.
On any Riemannian manifold, the separation between
the geodesics is described by the Jacobi vector J. J is
initially zero, has initial velocity δαðnÞ, and its accel-
eration is set by the Riemann curvature tensor through
the Jacobi equations. The positive curvature of the sphere
will reduce the separation vector compared to the flat sky.
The covariant, first order change in a tensor T on the
manifold is
ðδT Þðn0Þ ¼ ðJa∇aT Þðn0Þ ðA12Þ
On the sphere, using a parallel orthonormal frame, with
one vector e∥ initially aligned with αðnÞ, J is given by
Jðn0Þ ¼ δα∥ðnÞe∥ðn0Þ þ
sin αðnÞ
αðnÞ δα
⊥ðnÞe⊥ðn0Þ; ðA13Þ
Hence, in this frame,
ðδT Þðn0Þ ¼ δα∥ðnÞ∇∥T ðn0Þ þ sin αðnÞαðnÞ δα⊥ðnÞ∇
⊥T ðn0Þ:
ðA14Þ
This differs by sin α=α in the perpendicular component
from the approximation that we use, where instead we use
the parallel-transported δαðnÞ (and not δαðn0Þ),
δT ðn0Þ
δαaðnÞ ≈ δ
Dðnþ αðnÞ − n0Þ∇aT ðn0Þ: ðA15Þ
This is extremely accurate, since 1 − sin α=α ∼ 10−7 for ∼2
arcminutes deflections. With this approximation, we can
make use of the spin lowering and raising form of covariant
derivatives for spin weighted functions [47,48]. The equiv-
alent of Eq. (A14) for spin-weight quantities sT is
eaþ
δsT ðn0Þ
δαaðnÞ ¼ 2
δsT ðn0Þ
δ−1αðnÞ
≈ −δDðnþ αðnÞ − n0ÞðsTðn0Þ: ðA16Þ
Using repeatedly
ðsYlm ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
lðlþ 1Þ − sðsþ 1Þ
p
sþ1Ylm ðA17Þ
on all the D matrix entries of Eq. (A10) gives the result in
Eqs. (A6) and (A8).
APPENDIX B: MEAN FIELD
In this appendix we first discuss a perturbative analytic
expression for the deflection-induced contribution to the
mean field and then the tricks we used to reduce the number
of simulations needed to calculate the mean field. We use
the ⋆ operator for multiplication of infinite dimensional
matrices across the survey area (continuous sky indices). In
the isotropic limit this multiplication reduces to a standard
convolution. Sums over discrete indices (CMB pixels, or
Stoke fields) are indicated by juxtaposition. In particular,
the weight matrices W of the quadratic estimators act with
field and pixel indices on the right, and with field and sky
indices on the left. The beam operation B maps the Stokes
sky onto the data Stokes pixelization. Hence it acts on field
and sky indices on the right, and field and pixel indices on
the left.
1. Deflection-induced mean-field contribution
A good handle on the deflection-induced contribution
to the mean field can be obtained perturbatively. We
start from
gMFa ðxÞ ¼
1
2
δ ln det Covα
δαaðxÞ
; ðB1Þ
FIG. 5. Schematic aid to the curved-sky lensed CMB likelihood
gradient calculation. The variation of a lensed tensor T ðnþαðnÞÞ
with respect to the deflection must be calculated at the deflected
position nþ αðnÞ. This point is defined by following the
geodesic from n in the direction α for length jαj. A variation
δαðnÞ in the deflection vector at n shifts the geodesic slightly. The
exact first order change in position is given by the vector field J
(solid arrows), proportional to δα infinitesimally close to n and
evolving along the original geodesic according to the Jacobi
equations set by the curvature tensor. For simplicity, we instead
evaluate the variation using the parallel-transported δα (dashed
arrows) instead of J. This neglects the focusing effect of the
sphere curvature, slightly overestimating the geodesic deviation.
The relative error in the gradient normal component is quadratic
in the deflection angle and equal to ð1 − sin α=αÞ ∼ 6 × 10−8 for
2 arcmin deflections. This is completely negligible and of similar
order as the small-angle approximation and neglected physical
effects such as polarization rotation [15]: it is safe to neglect sky
curvature on the scale of the deflection angles.
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where unlike the previous appendix, we do not need to
distinguish between upper and lower indices on the flat sky.
Recall that x refers to an arbitrary point on the sky,
unrelated to the pixelization: we view each element of the
covariance matrix as a functional of the deflection field.
The linear response of the mean field is the second variation
of the log-determinant functional. Hence,
δgMFa ðxÞ
δαbðyÞ
¼ − 1
2
TrCov−1α
δCovα
δαaðxÞ
Cov−1α
δCovα
δαbðyÞ
þ 1
2
TrCov−1α
δ2Covα
δαaðxÞδαbðyÞ
: ðB2Þ
The first term (identical to the likelihood Fisher matrix),
when evaluated at zero displacement, is simply minus the
inverse N0L lensing quadratic estimator response (evaluated
with unlensed weights). It is convenient to introduce ξ, the
real-space two-point function of the unlensed CMB fields,
and ξ;a, its derivative with respect to coordinate axis a. For
each element of the covariance matrix, we may then write
δCovα
δαaðxÞ

α¼0
¼BðxÞðξ;a⋆B†ÞðxÞ− ðB⋆ξ;aÞðxÞB†ðxÞ: ðB3Þ
In this equation a sum over Stokes-field indices is implicit,
and the pixel and further field indices are omitted on both
sides in order to prevent visual cluttering. The second
variation becomes
δ2Covα
δαaðxÞδαbðyÞ

α¼0
¼ δDðrÞ½BðxÞðξ;ab⋆B†ÞðyÞ þ ðB⋆ξ;abÞðyÞB†ðxÞ
− BðxÞξ;abðrÞB†ðyÞ − BðyÞξ;abðrÞB†ðxÞ; ðB4Þ
where δD is the Dirac delta function. Introducing the
isotropic operator
Kðx − yÞ≡ ½B†Cov−1α¼0Bðx − yÞ; ðB5Þ
all explicit dependence on the pixelization has disappeared,
and a short calculation gives
RabðrÞ≡δg
MF
a ðxÞ
δαbðyÞ

α¼0
¼þTr½ðξ;a⋆KÞðrÞðξ;b⋆KÞðrÞþKðrÞðξ;a⋆K⋆ξ;bÞðrÞ
−KðrÞξ;abðrÞþδDðrÞðK⋆ξ;abÞðrÞ: ðB6Þ
In harmonic space, the last term is a constant, and ensures
the response to the unobservable deflection monopole
Rabðl ¼ 0Þ vanishes as it should. The inverse of minus
the first two terms is the usual N0 lensing bias (here
displayed with unlensed weights, and before projection
onto gradient and curl components). For low noise experi-
ments, ξKξ ∼ ξ on most scales, causing large cancellations
between the second and third terms.
By design, we have thus
gMFa ðLÞ ¼
X
b
RabðLÞαbðLÞ þOðα2Þ; ðB7Þ
where all terms can easily be calculated with a series of
Fourier transforms.
Figure 6 shows the expected contribution of the deflec-
tion mean field for the polarization reconstruction consid-
ered in Sec. IV B, but with no sky cuts so that the deflection
is the only mean-field source. The blue line shows the
mean-field spectrum estimate obtained by averaging 500
simulations. As a test case we used an input deflection field
∇ϕ0, with spectrum
Cϕ0ϕ0L ¼
ðCϕϕL Þ2
CϕϕL þ N0L
; ðB8Þ
FIG. 6. The expected contribution of the deflection-induced
mean field for the first step of iterative reconstruction from
polarization with noise level of 1.5 ·
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
μK-arcmin and no sky
cut. The prediction (orange line) is calculated using an input
deflection with spectrum equal to that expected for the first
iteration estimate of the maximum a posteriori solution [i.e., the
spectrum of the Wiener-filtered deflection, Eq. (B8)]. Also shown
as the (barely visible) blue curve is the measured mean field, with
MC noise visible on small scales. The accuracy of the prediction
is at least percent-level. Both curves were normalized by N0, as
the gradients on Fig 2, and can be directly compared. This shows
that the ϕ-induced mean field plays very little role in this
configuration on the first iteration, where the bulk of the
reconstruction improvement is performed. The dotted-dashed
black line shows (with the same normalization) the single-
simulation Monte-Carlo noise of the mean-field estimator used
in this work, Eq. (B12). For this configuration, it improves upon
the naive N0 noise (solid black) by more than an order of
magnitude.
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equivalent, from Eq. (3.10), to the spectrum of the
reconstruction expected at the first iteration step. The orange
curve shows the predicted spectrum from Eq. (B6), which is
in very good agreement given the MC noise of the mean-
field estimation, visible at high multipoles.
2. Mean field tricks
To improve the calculation of the mean field, we
introduce two tricks that together can reduce the MC noise
power in the mean-field estimate by orders of magnitude.
The first, and often the most powerful, is to modify the
weights used in the quadratic estimator that is averaged to
calculate the mean field from the simulations. The useful-
ness of this trick, however, depends on the adequacy of
Covα to represent the true covariance of the data.
Specifically, it makes use of
gCov−1α ≡Cov−1α hXdatXdat;†iCov−1α ¼ Cov−1α : ðB9Þ
In practice, Covα input to the likelihood is always going to
be only an approximation to the true unknown data
covariance. Accurate timestream simulations Xdat can
sometimes be used to quantify the mean field (and other
biases) for the standard quadratic estimator. But moderate
numbers of simulations do not directly provide the means
to accurately calculate Covα or apply its inverse. The
simulations themselves may of course also only capture
only parts of the complexity entering the relevant system-
atics and the data processing. These are difficulties affect-
ing the quadratic estimator as well, not specifically the
iterative scheme proposed in this paper, that requires some
amount of testing in a realistic situation.
From Eq. (2.14), the mean field satisfies
gMFa ðnÞ ¼ hgQDa ðnÞi
¼ h½ðVαXdatÞiðnÞ½WaαXdatiðnÞi: ðB10Þ
Performing the average using the normal weights of
Eq. (2.10) and assuming we can use Eq. (B9) results in
gMFa ðnÞ¼TrHaαðn;nÞ with Haα≡B†Cov−1α B⋆D∇aCunlD†;
ðB11Þ
where the trace is over field indices. Only the diagonal of
Haα is relevant for the mean field, both in respect to sky and
field indices, and since Ha is a vector it vanishes for
isotropic fields where there is no mean field.
It is possible to construct mean-field estimators with
modified weights, or acting on different maps: as long as
the expectation of the quadratic estimator remains the same
they will produce unbiased estimates of the mean field.
We choose weights to apply to independent unit variance
Gaussian variables s, with hss†i¼ diagð1Þ on the unmasked
pixels, and use the following pair of weights
W1 ¼ B† Wa2 ¼ D∇aCunll D†⋆B†Cov−1α : ðB12Þ
The matrix inverse can be performed in the same way as the
usual filtering. We now proceed to justify this choice and
explain why it has lower variance (though is not exactly
minimum variance).
Ideally, we would like to choose a pair of weightsW1,Wa2
to minimize the Gaussian MC noise on the mean field
estimatewhile keeping the constraint ½W1hss†iWa2†ðx;xÞ ¼
TrHaαðx;xÞ. The real-space MC noise covariance is
N0ðrÞ ¼ ðW1W†1ÞðrÞðWa2Wa2†ÞðrÞ
þ ðW1Wa2†ÞðrÞðWa2W†1ÞðrÞ: ðB13Þ
For simplicity, we use the constraint W1hss†iWa2† ¼
W1Wa2
† ¼ Ha, which is much more stringent than only
matching the diagonal but makes things more tractable. We
then consider minimizing the variance in the isotropic limit,
in which case W1Wa2
† becomes a real-space convolution
and hence the constraint means that in harmonic space
Wa2ðlÞ ¼ HaαðlÞ=W1ðlÞ, where W1ðlÞ is a free function
of multipole. A natural measure to minimize is the
integrated variance from the above equation
1
V
X
L
N0L ¼ N0ðr ¼ 0Þ: ðB14Þ
Using the constraint equation, minimizing N0ðr ¼ 0Þ
gives
W1ðlÞ ∝ Wa2ðlÞHaαðr ¼ 0Þ;
Wa2ðlÞ ∝ W1ðlÞHaαðr ¼ 0Þ; ðB15Þ
so the two weight functions are proportional. From the
constraint this implies that W1ðlÞ ∝
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
HaαðlÞHaαðr ¼ 0Þ
p
.
The key message of this calculation is that to get lowMC
noise the scale dependence of the weight functions should
be similar, though once isotropy is broken by the deflection
in practice it is never possible to obtain exact square roots
even in the absence of non-ideal effects. Other aspects
matter as well, such as how well the unavoidable matrix
inversion behaves with the chosen weights, and the con-
tribution of the nonideal effects to the final MC-noise floor.
The form given in Eq. (B12) is an empirical compromise
between these considerations, that we found works well in
practice. It equilibrates the weights in a very crude way,
simply by having the same powers of the signal on each leg
(though not the exact scale dependence). Despite being
crude, it reduces the MC noise floor by more than one order
of magnitude for the polarization reconstruction performed
in the main text. This is shown on Fig. 6. The dash-dotted
black line the MC noise of the estimator given by
Eq. (B12), and should be compared to the naive estimate
MC noise given by the N0 curve (black, solid). Both curves
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were calculated with the lensed spectra weights, which is a
slightly conservative estimate choice as the iterative search
converges towards the optimal solution. We found empiri-
cally that further modifying the weights to make their
scale-dependence closer (for example multiplying W1 byﬃﬃﬃ
l
p
and W2 by 1=
ﬃﬃﬃ
l
p
to equilibrate power in the no-beam,
no-lensing, no-noise limit) did not give substantial further
improvements.
The second trick is to subtract from each MC estimate
the same estimate but based on an isotropic approximation
to the posterior that is a close as possible to the true one, as
described in Sec. III C.
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